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Pre-school children will enjoy working out which marine-themed magnets go in the magnetic spaces

on each page, prompted by simple text such as "the submarine enters the coral reef". Once the

magnets have all been stuck down, and the child has reached the last spread, a giant play scene

can be folded out from the back. Here, the child can recreate scenes from the story, or create ones

of their own.
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This book is too cute! It comes with 20 magnets that are all on the larger side so they're less of a

choking hazard. There are four different ocean scenes for you child to place the magnets on and the

last page flips open so it is three pages wide. My 2 year old loves this book and I like that it's a quiet

time activity.

We were given a used farm magnetic book with a bunch of hand me downs and my daughter loved

it, but the magnets didn't seem to work that well, so I decided to buy this book new. She loves the

book, but I was dissapointed to see that the magnets still weren't that strong. I get that they don't

want to make them so strong that kids can't do it, but this is barely there. Still, I can't rate it lower



because she loves it and it doesn't seem to frustrate her, and she's had it for about 4 months now.

The magnets are really weak but my son doesn't seem to care about that (Ren though they might

fall off the pages just with the movement of the car or plane).Cute pictures, cute magnets.We got

this book for a plane ride though, without realizing it was so heavy. Keep that in mind!

I work in a preschool and use it for 3-5 year olds. The words are a starting point for conversations

about names, colors, intentions, positions,and emotions. Great as a story starter. Or just fun to

maneuver the fish around the various settings. I wish they made more of these.

I like the magnetic pieces and the backgrounds it can really help draw out your childrens

imagination,with its bright colors,fun pieces and different backgrounds. The only draw back was I

purchased a used one and it didn't come with all the pieces.

This helped with airplane travel and entertaining my 2 and 5yr old. The magnets are not that strong

though and do slide off the book. The magnets have now ended up on the fridge but the kids still

enjoy playing with it.

Nice concept but I wish there were a couple of more story telling pages. It has 3 scenes with a story

and a 4th larger scene with out a story. It comes with 20 magnet pieces. Overall my 3 yr old likes it

but the story aspect is minimul.

Beautiful magnets, but not as strong as I hoped....my 18 month old can pretty easily bend these. To

be fair, I believe the suggestion is for 3+ yrs, but she LOVES the Construction magnetic set also

sold on  which has much stronger magnets, but...this Under The Sea set has a much cuter story

(the construction set is JUST a magnetic play mat & no storyline or pages like this one). Definitely

worth buying & a great toy/car seat book.
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